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Match vs: Carrum Patterson  Round: 8 

 

Match Report 
It was another beautiful day for football with bright sunshine and no wind. 
Today we played Carrum Pat who had only won the one game so far this 
season so I was concerned that the boys would be a little complacent against 
the bottom side. It was great to see Cailean run through the banner for his 
50th game for LJFC. 
 
We started as I thought we might, second to the ball with no intensity. At 
quarter time we were behind on the scoreboard. The quarter time address 
was all about our lack of effort and intensity. To my pleasure the boys 
responded and we kicked away in the 2nd term. Kai was brilliant kicking 3 goals 
for the quarter which set us on our way. By half time we were well in front. 
The 3rd quarter saw us stretch our lead; Max, Nick, H and Lachie Jenson had 
the ball on a string continually driving the ball into our forward line. Lachie J 
finished with 3 goals and H kicked 2 for the quarter. By 3 quarter time we had 
taken total control of the game.  
 
In the last quarter it was more of the same with the team piling on the goals, 
Cailean in his 50th game ended up kicking 3 goals which was a great 
contribution in this milestone game. Rylan was also a good contributor on the 
scoreboard kicking 2 goals for the game. 
  
In another strong team effort we had a good win. 
 
The final scores were Langwarrin 12-7-79 defeated Carrum Patterson Lakes 3-
1-19. 
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Goal Kickers 
Lachie J 3, Kai 3, Cailean 3, Harry M 2, Rylan 2, Brodie 1, Nick 1 & Charlie 1 

 

Awards (type award name in the “Award Name” column) 

Award Name Player Name 
 

Coaches   Lachie J 
 

7/11  Kai  
 

Gravity Zone (6 Tackles) Harry M 
 

Canteen Josh 
 

Mc Donald’s Cailean 
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

 
 
 


